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ABSTRACT 
We point out the difference between weak orthogonality and strict orthogonality 
of two factors when all other factors (if any) have been eliminated. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for weak orthogonality are obtained, and a simple method of 
computing the sum of squares for such designs is given. An example of a situation 
with weak orthogonality is given. It is shown that under some mild conditions a 
connected equireplicate row-column-treatment design with weak orthogonality for 
every pair of factors must be of Latin-square type. 
1. SUMMARY 
Chakrabarti [2, pp. 19-201 defined orthogonality between two estimable 
factor effects in a k-way multifactor classification; Eccleston and Russell [3] 
defined orthogonahty between two factors adjusted for the other k - 2. It 
turns out that these two notions are not identical. The first definition requires 
that the two factor totals, each adjusted for the other k - 1 factors, be 
tumor-related, whereas the second definition requires that the two factor 
totals, each adjusted only for the remaining k - 2 factors, be uncorrelated. 
Since the second requirement is more stringent, we shall call the first concept 
“weak orthogonality,” and the second one “strict orthogonality.” Calii-~ski 
et al. [l] considered weak orthogonality and developed some results. 
In this paper we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the weaker 
form of orthogonality to hold. We also show that under weak orthogonality, 
the sum of squares due to a classification can be obtained by computing the 
sum of squares ignoring the other k - 2 factors and then subtracting an 
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adjustment factor that can be calculated without obtaining the adjusted 
coefficient matrix for the normal equations. 
In Section 3, we give an example of a three-way classification design 
where only weak (but not strict) orthogonality holds for the first two 
classifications when the third factor is eliminated. We also show that if an 
equireplicate row-column-treatment design is connected for treatments and is 
weakly orthogonal for rows and treatments (and for columns and treatments) 
after adjusting for columns ( = rows), and if the row-column design after 
ignoring treatments is connected and weakly orthogonal, then the design 
must be of Latin-square type provided the rows and columns have the same 
number of plots. 
2. WEAK ORTHOGONALITY OF ADJUSTED EFFECTS 
Consider a model with k classes with additive model 
y = x,e, + x,e, + x,e, + c, (2.1) 
where 8,, 6, are the effects of the first two classifications, t9, is the effect of 
the remaining k - 2 classifications and the general mean, and e is the error 
vector with Er = 0 and Var(r) = 02Z, while (Xi, X2, X,) is the known design 
matrix. The equations for the least-squares estimation of 8i, 8, for the first 
two classifications after adjusting for 8, (the effects of the remaining k - 2 
classifications and the general mean) can be written as 
A,,8, + A,,8, = Qi and Asir?, + A,&, = Q2, (2.2) 
where 8, and 8, are least-squares estimates, and Aij = Xl( I - Px,)Xj and 
Q, = X;(Z - Px,,)y for i, j = 1,2. Here Px3= X,(X;X,)-X;, and H- denotes 
a generalized inverse of H. It is easy to see that 
We shall denote 
Var( giJ = (ii: 
Aii.j=XI(zpp.Y,,JZ, )Xi = Aii - A,,A,A,,, 
Qi.j=‘l(‘-P~,,.j)y=Qi-‘ij’,Qj 
= adjusted total for the i th classification, 
(2.3) 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
(2.4~) 
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and 
Wi= A;Qi for i, j = 1,2. 
The second equality in (2.4b) and in (2.4~) hold because 
(2.4d) 
I-P, x. ,, ,,=(Z-Px,,)-(Z-Px,1)XjAiiX;(‘-Px3)) 
and so 
= (I - Px,,)XiA,Aii,j - (I - Px,,x,l)XjAjiAji (2.5) 
because (I - Px,,)Xi = (I - Px3)XiA;Aii for i, j = 1,2. Using (2.5) in the 
first equation in (2.4c), 
Qi,j = Aii,jA;Qi - AijA;Qj,, for i,j=2. (2.6) 
We shall define the degree of disconnectedness of classification i with respect 
to classification j after adjusting for the remaining k - 2 factors as 
dij = ci - Rank(Z, - A,AijAyjAji), (2.7) 
where ci denotes the number of parameters contained in the ith classifica- 
tion. If v( .) denotes the (column) nullity, then 
dij = v(Z,~ - A,AijAjiAji). (2.7a) 
Noting the result v(Z,# - A;AijA1;Aji) = v(Zcj - AGAjiA,Aij) (see for 
example [4], [lo, 1.5.6(i), p. lo], or [6; p. 246]), we get 
THEOREM 2.1. In a k-way multifactor classij%cation the degree of discon- 
nectedness of the i th classification with respect to the j th clussij?cation 
(ajbr eliminating the remaining k - 2 classifications) is the same as that of 
the j th classification with respect to the i th classification (after eliminating 
the remaining k - 2 clu.ssij&ation.s). That is, d i j = d ji (i, j = 1,2), i z j). 
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THEOREM 2.2. 
dij = Rank Aji - Rank( AjiA,Aii.j) 
=RankAii - RankAii,j for i+ j. 
Proof. Using Corollaries 1.5.2 and 1.5.4 of [lo, pp. g-101 in 
i 
1 
H= 
I, - A,A,,A,A,, 
Ayi ’ 0 
and noting I,., =(I,, - A,AijAiiAji)+(A,AijAij)Aji, we get 
RankH=RankAji+Rank(Z,, - A,IA,,AjjA,,) 
= ci +Rank(Aji - AjiA,AijA,Aji), 
which shows that 
dij = Rank Aji - Rank( AjiA,Aii,j) 
= RankAji - Rank(Ajj,iAijAji). 
The other part of the theorem can be proved in the same way by considering 
the matrix 
I,4 - A,A,,A,A,, 
0 
and I,.# =(Zc, - A;AijA;Aji)+(A;AijA&AjiA,)Aii. n 
We may note that dij=RankAii-RankAii,j (>O) denotes the dif- 
ference between the numbers of linearly independent linear contrasts of the 
i th classification, which are estimable before and after eliminating the j th 
classification. Further, we observe that the nonzero canonical correlations 
between Qi and Qj are the nonzero eigenvalues of A ;A i ,A,A ji, and hence 
it is easy to see that d ij ( = d ji) represents the number of perfect (or unit) 
canonical correlations between Qi and Qj (see, e.g., [5], [8], or [7]. We may 
interpret “d i j = 0” as “the design is connected with respect to the ith 
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classification if it is connected with respect to the ith classification after 
ignoring the j th classification,” or “the design is connected with respect to 
the j th classification if it is connected with respect to the j th classification 
after ignoring the ith classification” or “all the canonical correlations be- 
tween Qi and Qz are less than 1.” 
Now, we shall define weak and strict orthogonality. 
DEFINITION 2.1. In a k-way multifactor classification, factors i and j are 
said to be weakly orthogonal if the covariance between the two factor totals, 
each adjusted for all the other k - 1 factors, is zero, i.e., COV(Q~.~, Qj,i) = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. In a k-way mu&factor classification, factors i and j are 
said to be strictly urthogonul if the covariance between the two factors totals, 
each adjusted only for the remaining k - 2 factors, is zero, i.e., Cov(Q,, Qj) 
= 0. 
We note that 
Cov( Qi, Qj) = Aija2 
and 
COV(Q~,~,Q~,~) = ( - Aij + AijAjjAjiA,Aij)02. 
It is therefore obvious that strict orthogonality implies weak orthogonality. 
Now, if the design is weakly orthogonal for classifications i and j, then 
AijAiAjj,i = Aii,jA,Aij = 0, (2.8) 
which is equivalent to 
AijAGXJ( I - Pxi,x,) = 0, (I- Pxj,x,)X;A,Aij = 0, 
(Z-P,n,~~ )XjA;~ji = 0 9 AjiA,Xi(Z-Px,,x,,)=O. (2*g) 
Furthermore, by Theorem 2.2, weak orthogonality is equivalent to 
It follows, therefore, that necessary and sufficient conditions for classifica- 
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tions i and j to be weakly orthogonal are 
Rank Aii = Rank Aij +Rank Aii,j for i# j, i,j=1,2. 
This proves: 
THEOREM 2.3. Weak orthogonality between classi&zations i and j im- 
plies strict orthogonality between classi$cations i and j if and only if the 
design is connected for clu.ssijIcations i and j, or the degree of disconnected- 
ness of the classification i with respect to the classification j is zero, or all the 
canonical correlations between Qi and Qj lie in (0, l), i # j (i, j = 1,2). 
We note further that if Rank Aii, j < Rank Aii, then Rank A i j # 0 or 
A i j z 0, and in this situation weak orthogonality does not imply strict 
orthogonality. 
We shall now show that when classifications i and j are weakly orthogo- 
nal, then the sum of squares due to Bi can be calculated without calculating 
A ii, j, A ii, j ( i # j ). This is contained in the following: 
THEOREM 2.4. C2assi.cation.s i and j are weakly orthogonal if and only 
if the sum of squares due to the i th classification 6, is 
Wi’Aii,jWi = Wi’AiiWi - Wi’AijWj for i# j, i, j=1,2 
Proof. From the definition, the sum of squares due to the ith classifica- 
tion oi is 
where 
Rij=(Z-P,,,.,)XiA.,jX!(Z-P, x ), i+j. ,’ 3 
Suppose that the classifications i and j are weakly orthogonal. Then using 
(2.5) and (2.9) 
Rij = (I - Px,)XiA,Aii,jA;X((Z - Z’,,) = Rijcl) (say) 
and so 
y’Rijy = Q;A;Aii,jA,;Qi = Wi’Aii,jWi 
= W,‘A,,W, - Wi’AijWj. 
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Now, suppose that 
Rij = Rij(l) for i#j (i,j=1,2). 
Then, using (2.5), we get 
(I-P,,,,,)XjAjjAjiAi jAi,.iA,X;(Z-P~,) .) 
+(I - Px;,)XiA,Aii,jA,iAijA,xI(I - Ph,& 
= (I- px,,x, )x~A~~A~~A;_~A~~A;X;(I - P,,,,,), 
whence 
0 = Aii,jA,,jAijA,Ajj,i = Aii,jA,,jAii,jA,Aij 
= Aii,jA,Aij, 
which shows that classifications i and j are orthogonal. This proves Theorem 
2.4. W 
Here, mlder weak orthogonality, Wi’AijWj can be regarded as the reduc- 
tion in the sum of squares due to the lack of strict orthogonality, and the sum 
of squares due to tZi and ej jointly is given by Wi’AiiWi + Wj’A jjWj - W,‘A, jWj. 
Thus, we need to compute only Wi and Wi. 
3. DESIGNS WITH THREE-WAY CLASSIFICATION 
We first consider the following design in four rows, four columns, and 
eight treatments given by Shah and Khatri [9]: 
1 2 3 4 
1 1 2 5 6 I----- 2 3 4 7 8 3 8 6 1 3 4 7 5 2 4 
For this design, let rows and columns denote classifications 1 and 2, 
respectively. It turns out that Rank A,, = 3, Rank A,, = 1, and Rank A 11,2 = 2. 
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Thus, classifications 1 and 2 are weakly orthogonal but not strictly orthogo- 
nal. It also turns out that for this design, rows and treatments (or columns 
and treatments) are not even weakly orthogonal. 
Let us now consider a row-column-treatment design with m, rows, m2 
columns, and m3 treatments, and let the normal equations for rows (1) 
columns (2) and treatments (3) after eliminating the general mean be 
denoted by 
/ 
MI, MI, Mm’ 
Ma K?, M2.3 
\ Ma M,, M,, , 
Let Nij be the incidence matrix between classifications i and j, i, j = rows, 
columns, and treatments. Let us assume that Nii = uiZnl (i = rows, columns, 
and treatments). Then 
JV,, being a p x q matrix with unit elements, and Mij = qj - ui.Z,,,,, ,,,/mj. 
Let us denote 
Mij,k = Mij - M,,M,M,, for i, j, k, = 1,2,3, 
A, = M32.1M22.1Mz3.1~ 
A, = M,,.,M,,,M,,.s, 
Then 
M,- A,,=M,.,- A, 
= M33.2 - 42 
= M3.12* (3.1) 
say. Since the matrices M,, M,,,,, M,,,, M,,,,, A,, A,, and A,, are all 
nonnegative definite, it is easy to see from (3.1) that 
Rank M 3,12 < min[Rank M,,,Rank M,,,,,Rank M,,,,]. (3.2) 
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Since 
M3.Jn31 = M33.11”131 = M33.Jfn:,i = 0, 
it follows at once that 
max[Rank M,,Rank M,,,,Rank M,,,] < m3 - 1. 
Let us now assume that the design is connected for treatments, i.e., 
Rank M,,,, = RankMss=mm,-1. 
Then from (3.2) and (3.3) we get 
Rank M, = Rank M,,, = Rank M,,, = m3 - 1. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
It then follows from Theorem 2.2 that connectedness of treatments in a 
row-column-treatment design implies connectedness of treatments in all the 
subdesigns obtained by ignoring or eliminating rows or columns. 
Now, if the design is weakly orthogonal for rows and treatments after 
eliminating columns, and for columns and treatments after eliminating rows, 
then by Theorem 2.3, 
or 
M,, = M,,M,M23 and M,=M,,MfiM,,, 
Nr2N2s 
Nis = - 
N21Ni3 
and NB=p. 
u2 Ul 
If the row-column design obtained by ignoring treatments is weakly orthogo- 
nal and connected, then by Theorem 2.3, 
Ml,=0 or N,,= 
Gn,,m 
‘. 
m2 
Using this in the above expressions, we get 
N13= 
%L2, m 
3 and ND= 
U2Jm2,m 
3. 
m3 m3 
224 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let a row-column-treatment design be connected for 
treatments, and let it be weakly orthogonal for rows and treatments eliminat- 
ing columns, and for columns and treatments eliminating rows. Further, let 
the row-column subdesign obtained by ignoring treatments be weakly or- 
thogonal and connected. Moreover, suppose that the treatments are equirepli- 
cate, that the rows have the same number of plots, and that the columns 
have the same number of plots. Then, such a design must be of Latin-square 
type. 
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